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The Ultimate iPad Protection System.
fatframe™ is the lightweight, durable iPad protection
range designed to protect your iPad when in use by those
who may not quite understand or appreciate your device’s
fragility. fatframe™ is ideal for children, students and adults
alike; providing peace of mind that your Apple iPad is
protected from impact as well as general use.
iPad tablet devices are an increasingly popular educational tool
as well as recreational pass time. With applications designed to
meet the needs of all ages, iPads provide an invaluable service
to children, students and adults alike. However, whilst iPads
certainly have many advantages, it is universally recognised
that to protect your somewhat fragile device you should keep
it in a protective case.
Kalamazoo Direct provides a number of products in the
fatframe™ range. These include the fatframe™ protective
frame and the fatframe™ stand.
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Soft and spongy with no sharp corners
Durable and long-lasting
Bounces if dropped
Lightweight
Made from non-toxic chemicals
Can be wiped clean
iPad fits easily and securely
Fits iPad models 2, 3, Air & Mini
Convenient handles for easy grip

fatframe™ features cleverly designed handles making the case
easy to hold and transport and has easy to access ports with
no covers that can be torn off. It is made from a high quality
EVA, a durable material which is non toxic, BPA, lead, latex and
PVC free.
336mm long x 235mm wide x 30mm deep, fatframe is
perfectly designed to be an easy, secure fit - ensuring your iPad
is fully protected. fatframe™ is for use with iPad models 2, 3, 4,
Air & Mini.
Ideal for all ages, the fatframe™ stand is designed to withstand
significant rough use by those who may not understand or
appreciate an iPad’s fragility. The stand enables easy table top
viewing when hands need a rest.
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